Q. What is HEMANTIGEN?
A. Specially selected human red cells which detect Rh, plus the other “new” irregular antibodies in one simple test. Tested known positive for: C, D, E, V, c, e, K, k, Kp, Fy, Fy, Js, Le, Le, Jk, Jk, M, N, S, s, P, Lu, Yt, U, Vel.

Q. What are the advantages of HEMANTIGEN?
A. Clinically proven to provide greater safety.

1. Transfusion service.
Detects “sensitized” patients before transfusion.
Detects irregular antibodies in donors.

2. Obstetrical service.
Detects “sensitized” mothers.

Easy-to-use and ready-to-use
another development of research leadership

HOW-TO-ORDER:
HEMANTIGEN, vial, 5 cc.............. $ 9.50
HEMANTIGEN, vial, 15 cc........... 12.50
ON STANDING ORDER
(Shipped every two weeks): 5 cc... $ 7.50
15 cc... 9.50
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NEW PRODUCT PARADE CONTINUES AT HYLAND

Hyland's research and development program saw the addition of 83 products to the Hyland line of laboratory specialties in 1959. The program continues in 1960 in expanded facilities at an accelerated pace. Already introduced this year are two rapid slide tests—FI-TEST and TA-TEST—the latest additions to Hyland's exclusive line of latex-fixation screening tests.

FI-TEST*
TWO-MINUTE SCREENING TEST
FOR FIBRINOGEN DEFICIENCY
This time-saving rapid slide test requires only one drop of patient's blood, and, from skin puncture to reading, takes less than two minutes to perform. Test results indicate whether the fibrinogen content is above or below 100 mg-%, the concentration considered critical. FI-TEST is of particular importance in obstetrics and surgery. Complete materials for six tests are provided in the compact kit illustrated. List No. 39-000...$12 per kit.

TA-TEST*
RAPID SLIDE TEST
FOR DETECTION OF
THYROGLOBULIN
AUTOPRECIPITIN
TA-TEST provides an important new testing procedure in diagnosis of thyroid disease. It speedily detects thyroglobulin autoprecipitin associated with Hashimoto's disease (chronic lymphoid thyroiditis) and primary myxedema. Since both of these conditions are treated medically, rather than surgically, the diagnostic helpfulness of this screening test is obvious. The test is simple to perform and requires only two drops of patient's serum. Results are read within two to three minutes after mixture of serum and reagent. Supplied in compact 20-test kits containing reagent, diluent, control serum and divided glass slide. List No. 90-100...$12 per kit.

More interesting new products are rapidly clearing research and will be announced in the months to come. So keep your eye on Hyland, the diagnostic house dedicated to providing the finest testing tools to do your work more quickly, easily and confidently.

HYLAND LABORATORIES
4501 Colorado Blvd., Los Angeles 39, California
160 Lockwood Ave., Yonkers, N.Y.

*Trademark of Hyland Laboratories
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LEUKEMIA

By William Dameshek, M.D., and Frederick Gunz, M.D., Ph.D.

"This excellent book is the first comprehensive treatise on leukemia published in the past 20 years. It covers the entire field in detail and with a comprehensive bibliography, with chapters on etiology, classification, prevalence, symptoms, special features, prognosis, and treatment. Not only are general indications and contradictions for the various agents given but detailed discussion accompanies the explanation of the use, method of administration, and limitations of each therapeutic agent. . . . The photographs of clinical material, roentgenograms, tissues, marrow, and blood are uniformly excellent. . . . Students should find the book handy for reference; hematologists, for a comprehensive summary; and all others whose practices bring them in contact with leukemia, for a practical guide."—J.A.M.A.
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BELRAY PRODUCT DIRECTORY

THREE Simplified Staining Procedures For Your Lab

1 Minit Stain®
The New, Simplified Differential BLOOD STAIN
Romanowsky Type Staining Such As Wright's etc.
Flood blood smear for 1-2 min. with Minit Stain. Wash lightly with water. Dry.
NO OVERLAYING WITH BUFFER OR DISTILLED WATER
4 oz. $1.75  32 oz. $8.50
8 oz.  3.75  1 gal.  29.95
16 oz.  4.50

2 Afab Stain ACID FAST STAINING
For Tubercle Bacillus, etc. Without Heat, Without Separate Decolorizer, In Minutes.
1. Cover Fixed Smear with Solution #1*
   For Approximately 1 Minute.
2. Wash Thoroughly.
3. Cover Smear With Solution #2** For Approximately 1 Minute.
4. Wash Thoroughly.
SMER WILL APPEAR LIKE A TYPICAL ZIEHL-NEELSEN STAIN WITH A COUNTERSTAIN OF METHYLENE BLUE.
*Carnot Fuchsin **Decolorizer—Counterstain Comb.
Set of 4 oz. $3.50  16 oz.  8.95
#1 and #2  8 oz.  5.50  32 oz.  14.95

3 Gentian Stain GENERAL BIOLOGICAL STAIN
This Rapid All Purpose Stain Will React Like A Typical Gentian Violet Stain, Eosin, Fungus, Bacteria, Blood and Other Cells Appear Purple Against A Clear Background.
Stain Fixed Smear for 15 seconds. Wash.
4 oz. $1.55  16 oz.  $4.00
8 oz.  2.55  32 oz.  7.00
All Stains Up To and Inclusive of 8 Oz. Are Supplied In Handy Dropper Bottles.

NOW!
CLEAN ALL YOUR PIPETTES IN THE SAME CONTAINER
with the
BELRAY Automatic Pipette Washer
and
Electric Dryer
SOAKING... WASHING... DRYING... STERILIZING
are done in the same container... saving valuable lab time and also eliminating the handling of fragile pipettes.
• Fits any container and faucet.
• No permanent Plumbing.
• Flushing action complete and thorough.
Belray Washer: 16"—$28.95  24"—$34.95
Belray Dryer: Adj. to lghts. of 11/2  23.95
Spec. 115 or 230 volts.

FROM
BELRAY
easy to use
3-Position Staining Rack
for
STAINING — DRYING — EXAMINING
Designed to Eliminate Handling Individual Slides
Now see how easy it is to handle your stains with the new Belray staining rack. Simply slip the slide under the clip and presto, it is held firmly in place for any operation. You'll find the Belray staining rack a wonderful time saver, because it eliminates the tedious handling of individual slides.

OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES
• Safe—Minimizes Contamination • Easy to Use • Clean Handling • Will fit over any sink or staining pan.
The rack is made of aluminum and may be heated as required.
8-slide rack with staining pan __________12" L $24.95
16-slide rack ________________________24" L $34.95

All Prices are F.O.B. Shipping Point (New York City)

For descriptive literature and name of nearest distributor write:
BELRAY CHEMICAL CO., INC.
216 East 70th Street • New York 21, New York • BITterfield 8-3790
Panel of 8 "Broad Spectrum" O cells

Panocell

For exciting and clinically important blood factor diagnosis—made available only by Knickerbocker

- Detects and identifies:
  - all the Rh-Hr antibodies
  - plus over 20 other 'new' blood factors

- Explains:
  - incompatible crossmatches
  - hemolytic transfusion reactions
  - hemolytic disease of the newborn

- Offers:
  - independent diagnosis and immediate results in your own laboratory

Order a trial panel ($20.00)*
or write for descriptive "Panocell booklet" to:
Knickerbocker Laboratories
300 W. 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

*Bi-Weekly Subscription: $15.00
ASTO

Difco reagents for the diagnosis of
Group A Streptococcal Infections

- RHEUMATIC FEVER
- GLOMERULONEPHRITIS

ANTISTREPTOLYSIN O TITERS (ASTO) and their relation to pathological conditions in Group A streptococcal infections have established the importance of this determination as a routine clinical test.

Bacto-Streptolysin O Reagent - a dehydrated, standardized and stable reagent requiring only rehydration with distilled water. Antistreptolysin O titers have been impractical for routine diagnosis because of the difficulties in preparing the reagent. Bacto-Streptolysin O Reagent is a standardized preparation permitting the routine performance of this diagnostic test in all clinical laboratories.

Bacto-ASTO Standard - an antiserum titred in Todd units for use as a control in the determination of antistreptolysin O titers.

Descriptive literature sent upon request

DIFCO LABORATORIES
DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN
now available...

CUBE-PAC™
plastic blood collection and transfusion unit

the NEW dimension in blood-banking

CUBE-PAC is a nonwettable, pliable plastic unit, containing 72 ml of ACD formula A, U.S.P. and N.I.H. for preservation of 480 ml of blood. Individually packaged with disposable, sterile, nonpyrogenic blood collection set, in laminated-foil paper vapor-barrier envelope, protected by an outer shelf carton.

ADVANTAGES
1. Outer retainer insures automatically measured volume. Unique "pop-up" indicator flap signals completion of collection ... guards against overbleeding problems.
2. Storage, before use, saves approximately 60% of shelf space over conventional blood collection bottles.
3. Cubical shape assures comparable savings in refrigeration storage.
4. Stands alone . . . no racks, hangers or special equipment required for support.
5. Attached identification label flap provides...
6. Identification label flap provides convenient writing surface, or for affixing special institutional labels.
7. Adaptable to all Plexitron® administration sets, including Series and Y-Type sets. Complete closed system ... no venting required.
8. For plasma aspiration either Plasma-Vac bottle or corresponding plastic unit are available as preferred.

For those who prefer plastic blood therapy units, CUBE-PAC affords every modern advantage.

BAXTER LABORATORIES, INC. MORTON GROVE, ILLINOIS